Bearing in mind the requirements:

1. Load function (Loven, Zet, Stu, Pern)
2. Heat (Rendr, Drno, Renn, Renn)
3. Rain

Port - Power

dc 2 level
Porc
16.11.07
16.11.07
2. Zugerätsel mit Würfeln

\[ \{ \text{L 2 2 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]

\[ \text{ bisher n = 3 (L 2, L 2, L 2)} \]
The text is not legible due to handwriting.
3WE

work diverse - extraordinary at quite most in

directives - extraordinary = second act in 2 NF.

Address - extraordinary

Red line - extraordinary

Round (RE), Address, extraordinary

Address
Gene (MatrN, IncN)

Longevity (IncD, IncE, Srs)

ThickN (MatrN, IncN, Terator)

Can get high Srs

MatrN > Nace Tator

R (MatrN, Hara, Terator, LazerN, Taker, Srs)
(Ray, Brand, Ox)